
Genome 562 Winter, 2011
Population Genetics J. Felsenstein

Homework no. 7
Due Monday, February 28

1. (12 points) An otherwise-idealized infinitely-large population goes through a bottleneck,
dropping to 100 individuals, and then increases immediately back up to infinity in the
next generation.

(a) How much inbreeding accumulates in the population?

(b) If we consider a period of T generations that includes this bottleneck, what is
the effective population size of the population? (You can use the harmonic mean
formula)

(c) Suppose that the population, after this bottleneck, does not go up to size
infinity immediately, but instead grows by a fraction r each generation, so that
k generations later it is size 100 × (1 + r)k. What is the effective population size
over a period of T generations (using the harmonic mean formula)? [You will need
to sum a geometric series using 1 + x + x2 + x3 + . . . + xn = (1 − xn+1)/(1 − x) ]

(d) Using this result, if we consider that case and also a case where there is a bottleneck
to size 100 for G generations (and then size returns immediately to infinity), is
there some relationship between the growth rate r and G that would give the same
effective population size (and hence the same amount of inbreeding accumulated)?

2. (13 points) In a population of N individuals who are diploid and hermaphroditic (the
usual idealized population) the individuals in effect reproduce by contributing to a
gamete pool, with offpspring being produced by drawing pairs of gametes from the pool.
But suppose that, among the N parents, half of them are more fertile than the others,
who we call “less-fertile”. The more-fertile ones contribute twice as many gametes to
the pool than the less-fertile ones. (The number of gametes contributed by even the
less-fertile ones is very large). Being more-fertile or less-fertile is not inherited: it is
allocated randomly each generation.

We want to know the effect of this fitness variation on the effective population size. To
do this, calculate a formula for the probability that two gametes come from the same
parent (you will have to consider four cases: if M means drawing from a more-fertle
parent and L from a less-fertile parent, you need to work out the probabilities of MM,
ML, LM, and LL and do a weighted average over these Careful! The probabilities of
these four events are not equal!). Now equate this to the probability of drawing from
the same parent in an idealized population of size Ne, and then solve for Ne.

Also, find a formula in Chapter 6 that covers this case. Does it give the same result?

Also: Now is the time to get the PopG genetic simulation program working on your
computer, to prepare for the next homework assignment which I will have soon. It will be
helpful to try various cases with and without selection, mutation, and migration on PopG just
to gain experience with it, and also insight into the population genetics.


